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Our regular CJIAPMAK CJIATTER subscribers may be wondering what is 
happening, and why their regular newsletter of 24 plus pages has shrunk to just a few. 
Your regular issue will be coming along in a few days, with some new features. It was 
delayed by this special issue and by our work on the 1985 CJIAPMAK .DIRECTORY. 

We had several things we needed to tell all our CHAPMAN contacts so we 
thought we would use this technique rather than a form letter to our non subscribers. 
For the subscribers we didn't want to mess up the regular newsletter with all this un 
genealogical information. 

Although we have written to all persons to whom we are addressing this copy, 
there are some of you from whom we have never heard. If you want us to continue your 
name on our list you need to read "WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU" on page f1. 

SOME OPERATING CHANGES 
When ve first began writing some of you about three years ago, ve 

promised to keep a look out for your Chapman kin and to report to you from time to 
time on what ve were finding. We now have so many eontads and so mueh 
information ve are going to have to modify that promise. We are still watching out 
for your ancestors, but even with a computer I ean not do all I originally planned. 
With our Alford and Newkirk contacts ve are working with over 1,000 people. In 
just the first six weeks of this year I wrote over 125 different personal letters. Our 
Chapman list at the turn of the year was over 400 names, but I have cleaned out 
some of the inadive ones, and will eliminate more as a result of mailing this piece. 
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We have names for several more contacts which will be added after our initial 
inquiry to them. 

All of your names and addresses and all of your direct Chapman 
ancestors, with their spouses, are in our computer records, that is to the extent you 
have sent them to us. These will be published in one or more of our annual 
Chapman directories. For most of you we have published at least one inquiry in the 
newsletter. We have provided many of you information from our files, and have tried 
to respond to each and every letter (excepting a few which obviously expected no 
response). When you have asked questions we have tried to answer, or we passed 
them on to our readers in the newsletter. All of this has been done at no expense 
to you. I will continue to try to respond personally to all mail, albeit a little late, 
and to the extent that I can find answers to your questions, I'll try to answer them. 
What I cannot promise to do is watch · for the Chapman in whom you have some 
interest and get back to you. Pm going to do t-he best I can under the circumstances, 
but it if you want to take advantage of our best service it is going to cost you a 
little and will require you to do some searching on your own. 

As you will see from our comments on the 1985 directory on page 5, it is 
one of the most extensive compilations of Chapman genealogies existing today. It 
identifies numerous problem ancestors. 

In our February and all prior Chapman newsletters we have included in 
the databank Chapman data in a pure alphabetical sequence. In May we would 
normally have begun listing the names which begin with •a•, but we are changing 
that practice, and for a time at least will concentrate on names or groups of names 
that represent the most problem ancestors. We have more problem ancestors named 
John than any other name. We will list, or begin to list the John's in May. As 
soon as the John's are finished we will, without doing the other •J's• proceed to the 
Williams which is our second largest problem name. 

Therefore, by using the annual directories and the newsletters (over 100 
indexed pages anually with thousands of Chapmans listed) you will have a very good 
chance, better than I have actually, of finding those persons in whom you have some 
interest. 

WHO WILL CONTINUE CHAPMAN WORK? 
In our last Newkirk newsletter we expressed a desire to pass our Chapman 

and Newkirk work on to someone else. When we began this project, encompassing three 
surnames, we had no idea it would grow to the extent it has. We have found that to do 
all we would like to do with a surname is a full time job with only one name, and three 
makes a decent job impossible. Now, don't jump to conclusions and think we are about 
to completely discontinue our effort. Whatever happens, I'll provide all subscribers, and 
hopefully all contacts, at least a years notice as to our plans to discontiue the work, or 
to transfer it. As mentioned in the previous paragraph we are having to resort to some 
changes. Regardless of the workload, response, etc., we have always had something of a 
target as to when we would phase out our Chapman work. I know that age, health etc 
will eventually dictate such action anyway, so it is best to plan for a deliberate phase out 
or phase over to someone else. My plan was originally to donate all of my collection to 
some genealogical society or library when I finished. I've since learned, however, that 
such collections are dead, in that they are not worked and progress stops. I've also 
learned that in most cases the collection is not accessible to those who need it except for 
the ones in the local area. It would be a shame for our collective effort to wind up in 
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such a fashion. 
In the Newkirk newsletter I offered to give all of our collection, comprised of 

several books, fifteen large looseleaf note books with your correspondence and data, and 
about sixty computer diskettes containing Chapman information to anyone who would 
take over the Chapman project and agree to continue doing at least as much as I have 
tried to do. Of course I would also provide them with my list of over 400 persons who are 
supposed to be interested in Chapman family history. Subject to the approval of each 
paying subscriber, I would transfer the unused portion of their subscription also. If they 
prefer, their unused subscription will be refunded. I have a varying number of copies of 
each of the back issues which represent a personal financial investment. Some special 
arrangements would be necessary on these. I continue to make that offer, on either or 
both, of these newsletters to anyone wh@ would care to undertake them. You should be 
advised that you would require a computer with several software programs, some financial 
resources, and considerable patience and time. If you are interested call or write. 

Recognizing that such a volunteer is· not likely, and that even if one were they 
would eventually be faced with the same problem as I have; I have an alternate 
suggestion. I would recommend that several of the more ambitious Chappies take it 
upon themselves to organize a national Chapman family association or society. Properly 
established such an organization can enjoy tax benefits and offer members tax breaks 
which I cannot offer. Fees and dues (which should include newsletter subscription) of 
members can be tax deductible. The responsibility of the newsletter can be the 
associations, and they can either use volunteer help, or pay for its publication. Other work 
we do could be divided among several of the members of the association. Such an 
organization would provide the basis for an indefinite life, and the collection which you 
and I have put together would continue to grow and would be available to one and all to 
the extent established in the rules of the association. While I have made a feeble 
attempt to begin reaching all the Alfords in the United States, I've not undertaken such a 
task on Chapmans. This is something that should be done, and could be done very 
effectively by an association. 

There is a very good book in print on the subject of establishing and operating 
a family organization. I would be happy to provide anyone interested with the reference, 
and with any information I have concerning the establishment of such an organization. 
I've already taken preliminary steps to form an Alford organization, and will be making a 
similar recommendation to the Newkirkers. 

Lets face it folks, unless you take some action, the collective results of 

all our work will eventually follow our ancestors and die, and that would be a shame. 

COMPUTER PLANS 
Regardless of who what are where your Chapman focal point might be in the 

future, we need to be planning on increased use of computers. In a recent meeting of our 
St. Louis Genealogical Society someone asked for a show of hands of all persons who 
had computers. Ours is a pretty large society and the attendance on this night nearly 
filled a good size auditorium. I was amazed to see almost half of those there raise their 
hands. Our planning calls for working with you who have computers in three ways. The 
first is by exchange of data on computer disks. Programs are available which would 
permit us to reformat many of your disks of information so that I can use them in my 
computer, or reformat my disk so you can use it in yours. To begin this I need to know 
the make and model of your computer, the type software you are using, and the disk 
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operating system or disk formats produced by your computer. Of course I also need to 
know the extent to which you have, or want information on disks. The next phase of the 
operation would permit the exchange of information via modem and telephone lines, and in 
this case disk formats do not matter. So, I need to also know if you have a modem, or 
plan to acquire one. Our ultimate plan is to have much of our information on a hard 
disk, with the computer on the air most of the time so that you can just call in through 
your modem and computer, access our files, and obtain what information you want. I 
think that another person running this operation, or an association would have similar long 
range plans. 

BEWARE OF SOME NATIONAL ADVERTISING 
I am sure that many of you are aware of the rip off products being offered 

through the mail or in some magazine advertisements. For those who are not, you need 
to be cautioned about several. For those who have had some experience with some such 
outfits, this will probably add to those on you list . . 

The company most a.re probably familiar with is one called BEATRICE 
BAYLEY of Sterling, PA which advertises "Family Heritage Books" by surname. They 
did mail customers a hard bound, impressive looking monogrammed green and gold 
covered book. Inside however were many pages of routine information dealing with 
genealogy in genera.I. The only information of a surname nature was a list of names and 
addresses taken from city directories, telephone books, utility company listings etc. I 
purchased one for my Alford surname knowing full well what I was getting, but I wanted 
the 8,000 plus names and addresses. I've written to many of them and find that the list 
has about a 25% error. The company has been written up, very critically, in numerous 
newspapers and genealogical society publications. The State of Wisconsin has taken 
them to court, and the U. S. Postal service has sev~ral actions outstanding against them. 
These book sold for just under $40. 

Just recently another company has been sending our similar advertisements 
with a similar price. I received one on the Alford surname as did many of our Alford 
contacts around the country. I suspect a similar offer has been, or will be made to 
Chapmans. This book is titled "Tracing the (surname) Family Roots." It comes from a 
company called COMPUTER GENEOLOGIES, INC. of Lansdale, PA. (Note they did not 
even spell genealogies properly i The Alford book is priced at $39.85 and it appears that 
they may have added just enough to get by the complaints registered against the other 
company. But, what they are offering is available free, or at little cost from other 
sources. They mention some charts that were undoubtedly copied from a popular Alford 
book which is no longer under copyright. Get this now "A directory that locates almost 
every family named Alford in the United States." From the erroneous address they used 
for my parents, I suspect it is the very same list used by Beatrice Bayley. They also 
give you a Latter Day Saints Bibliography list which you can get free by going to any 
LDS library and copying it, and they give you a Library of Congress Bibliography which 
you can get free by going to the Library of Congress. We will be providing both of these 
bibilographies to our subscribers at a later date. And they send a coat of arms, which is, 
if like all the others, very skimpy, and not official. 

Then there is at least one more. ROOTS RESEARCH BUREAU, LTD 
advertises in national magazines. I saw their ad in the very prestigious Amer,can 
Jler,fa§e magazine. They sell their family histories for $30 each. (They were only $20 
when I ordered them last month) I did order one of each of our three surnames, as I felt 
I had an obligation to check into them and advise our contacts, especially our regular 
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readers. Their advertisement says "Each manuscript is a GENALOGICAL and 
HISTORICAL study of the family from the earliest times." It goes on with promises 
about origin, growth, early settlement in America, Revolutionary War etc. "Each history is 
a separate and distinct work painstakingly compiled from the most authentic sources. 
Reproduced on fine paper and bound in a handsome black cover stamped in silver ink, it 
is suitably designed for filing among your family records or other documents .. " The 
black cover is on only one side, makes no mention of the surname, and is designed to be 
folded so that it is one third the size of a sheet of paper. It is made of textured heavy 
paper. The "manuscript" starts with a form on which Chapman and a number were 
entered, but with a different typewriter that the one which did the form. Then there are 
seven double spaced pages with Chapman information extracted from several of the more 
popular Chapman books. One page has a list of distinguished American Chapmans, a 
total of only eight which is an insult to the surname. One page contains a bibliography, 
and only a bibliograpy, of nine publications, so two thirds of the page is blank. I can 
extend my arm from where I am sitting and ,touch more Chapman family books. The 
final four pages are devoted to "Why you have a family name and what it means." 
Included in the package which was mailed in a heat sealed plastic envelope, was a one 
page advertisement suggesting you might want to get a copies for gifts. Also included 
was a folded 12 x 15 inch page (making six pages on one side) with a colored coat of 
arms on the Johnston family on the other side. The six pages are a subtle advertisement 
leading up to another paper inclosed. It is an order blank for various coat of arms 
ranging in price from $70 to $165. About the only useful item in the package was a 
circular or polar eight generation ancestor chart on a page about 18 x 22 inches. Oh yes, 
they did include a copy of the advertisement which was published in the magazine. 

1986 CHAPMAN DIRECTORY 
We have finished most of the work on the 1985 directory, and upon receipt of 

some feedback from you, will be ready to send it to the printer. (see "WE NEED TO 
HEAR FROM YOU" on page 7) 

If you plan to get a copy, you can save some money by placing an order 
before we print in late May or early June. If we receive your order by May 15, you can 
take advantage of the prepublication price. We'll explain more about that later, but first 
we _ should tell you about the directory. I should tell you in advance that this is 
somewhat detailed but I want you to understand what is available, and I've tried to fix it 
so you can make purchases in line with your needs, . rather than giving you one fixed 
publication which you take or leave. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DIRECTORY WILL 
NOT BE MAILED UNTIL JUNE 1986. 

1984 vs 1986 
We want to emphasize that the 1985 directory does not completely replace the 

1984 directory. There are about 185 lineages that are in the 1984 issue that we are not 
repeating in this one. There have been revisions or additions to some of others in the 
first edition, and the revisions are included in the second edition. After we publish the 
1985 edition . we will no longer off er the 1984 version complete, but will off er copies of the 
"unique" pages as supplements. 

Overall Format Changes 
The 1984 edition was bound with plastic covers and plastic finger or comb 

binding. The 1985 edition and all future publications will be with heavy paper covers, 
stapled, drilled for three ring looseleaf notebooks, and bound with fabric tape. The new 
publications will be flexible in format so that sections can be added over the years. The 
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fabric tape and staples can be removed and the pages filed in a note book, and new pages 
inserted in future years. Because of this all pages will not be numbered consecutively, 
but each section or listing will contain it's own set of page numbers and dated as it is 
printed by the computer. 

Content and Content Format Changes 
In the 1984 edition we provided the names and addresses of about 300 

Chappies. In this issue, some of those have been deleted and many added. The new list 
will contain over 375 names and addresses. As before we provide a list in alphabetical 
sequence and also by Chappie code to facilitate use of the rest of the directory. To the 
extent that they were available to us, phone numbers have been included. 

In the previous edition we had the direct Chapman ancestor lines, along with 
spouses, of about 215 of our contacts. There are.about 120 such lines in the 1985 edition, 
made up of some revisions from the first plus numerous additions. 

This part of our directory comes from our computerized Family Reference File, 
in which there are currently over 1100 recoJds. Every direct Chapman ancestor for each 
Chappie constitutes one record. So if three of you have the same Chapman ancestor, 
.that is three records. I don't want you to get the impression that we have records on 
1100 different Chapmans. (We do have records on tens of thousands of Chapmans, but 
these are not known as direct ancestors of our contacts, at least not yet. These are in 
our various references, and computer files such as the data bank and family group 
records, not in the Family Reference File.) 

All the ancestors records included in the first edition plus those added are 
included in the 1985 edition, so that a completely uptodate alphabetical list is provided for 
the ancestors. Similarly, for the alphabetical printout of the spouses of the ancestors, a 
complete list is provided. 

A new feature in this directory will be a section with family group records. 
We will concentrate our coverage on either the very common Chapman ancestors and/or 
the ancestors who represent problems to our contacts. About 25 such records are being 
included in this edition. Plans are to add to these each year so that you can eventually 
have records of most of our contacts ancestors in your notebook. 

Some of our readers suggested that a code to indicate which major Chapman 
family a Chappie or ancestor belonged to would be helpful, and that has been added. 
This is not to say that all Chappies and ancestors have such an identification, but those 
which qualify as a family based on criteria established by us. 

An effort has been made to show in the list of contacts which edition of the 
directory one can expect to find that persons lineage. Likewise, when we identify an 
ancestor as one common to two or more contacts, we have tried to show which edition 
the lineage can be found to show the connecting line. These are explained in the 
directory. 

We use a term, "ultimate ancestor" to define the Chapman ancestor which is a 
contacts furthermost ancestor. IL is usually the person on which more information is 
needed. In the 1984 edition we coded most of these with a "P" identifying them as 
problem ancestors, and listed them in a separate list. We have modified this technique in 
two ways. If the ultimate ancestor was the immigrant, then they were coded 11111

, and we 
do not consider them as a problem, although you may still be hoping to get additional 
information on these ancestors. I think most folks have a tendancy to relax when they 
"get to the boat." If the ultimate ancestor actually stayed in their original home (foreign) 
country we have used code 110" as Old Country, and similarly do not consider them a 
problem, as our effort is devoted primarily to the Chapmans of this country. These codes 
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are used in all the ancestor, spouse, and lineage lists. 
Supplements Available 

Not included in this edition is the list arranged geographically based on the 
place of birth (or other event) as we did in the last. For those who want to purchase it 
separately, we will offer it as a supplement and a form for ordering same will be included 
in the 1985 directory when it is mailed. Two other supplements will also be offered at 
that time. Some may find it inconvenient looking at lineages in two different printouts 
and desire to purchase one consolidated printout of the family reference file containing all 
lineages. (This is the version we use for our work) This will be provided for on the form. 
If you have this, and the 1985 edition, they combined will completely replace the 1984 
edition (except for some appendixes). A third supplement will be a printout of just the 
lineages contained in the first edition (without . revision or correction). This will be less 
expensive that the consolidated printout just described, but the user will still have two 
sets of lineages, each in alphabetical order, and with some of those in one, revised in the 
other. With the availability of these tvo latter supplements, it will not be practical or 
economical to continue to offer the 1984 edition so it will be discontinued effective May 
15. 

PLANS FOR 1986 DIRECTORY 
We have a couple of plans already underway for the 1986 directory which we 

should mention now. In future editions we will provide an option to you to· identify any 
of your direct ancestors on which you seek more informtion. There will be a code, similar 
to the "I", "0", and "P" which we will use to tell others that you are seeking information 
on that person or persons. We also are adding a "remarks" capability so that if and when 
you feel a need for a qualifying or expanding comment on an ancestor you will be able to 
add one. The only other change planned now is to also provide you the capability to 
actually include an inquiry in the directory keyed to one or more of your direct ancestors. 
All of these plans are in keeping with our effort to provide you the maximum service 
possible to permit you to use these products to help yourself since we can no longer give 
the personal attention to ea.ch as we had first tried. 

Pricing Information 
Those who are subscribers, or who enter a subscription before ordering the 

Directory will save $1.00 off the basic price. And in keeping with our original policy of 
giving a discount to those who purchased the previous edition, those who bought the first 
edition, or who order one along with an order for the 1985 edition will receive a $1.00 
discount. THOSE WHO HA VE PREVIOUSLY ORDERED A DIRECTORY WILL 
FIND A "D" AS THE FIRST ENTRY ON THE TOP LINE OF THE MAILING 
LABEL ON THIS NEWSLETTER. If you purchased a Directory and you do not find a 
"D" on the label, you need to bring it to our attention. The list price for the directory 
this year will be $15.00. This is the same as last year even though it is about the same 
size, and a much better edition. The pre-publication price for those who are neither a 
newsletter subscriber and did not purchase last years directory is $13. For those who are 
subscribers and who purchased a 1984 directory, subtract $2.00 from these making the 
price to you either $13 after publication or $11 before publication. If you are either a 
subscriber, or you purchased last years edition, but are not both, then subtract $1.00 to 
make your cost $14 or $12. Remember that pre-publication orders must be received 
before May 15, and that to get these bonus savings you may enter a subscription or 
purchase a copy of the 1984 edition atto the time you place your order, if before May 15. 
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WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU 
There are several types of feedback we need from this mailing. For those of 

you who have never written to us, we have included on the top line of the mailing label 
an entry that begins with "Q" usually followed by some form of a date. That means we 
have written to you, and have never heard from you. If we do not hear from you as a 
result of this mailing, under some circumstances you will be dropped from our list and 
your name and address will not appear in the directory. Those in the other circumstance 
will be dropped from the list later and not appear in the 1986 directory. Those who have 
contacted us will find a variey of entries instead of the "Q" and date. Subscribers will 
find a year and month which is their expiration date. Previous subscribers will find 
"Expired" or an "X" and the date expired. Those who have received trial or 
complimentary issues may find Trial or Comp on their label. The only folks who need to 
respond to this part (unless I have your current expiration date wrong) are those with the 
"Q" entry. 

The second line on the label shows what we see as your ultimate ancestor. 
To the extent we have it we a.re showing his name (in the case of females we ~ave tried 
to show married name in ()), identity of event (b=birth, x=died [expired], u=married 
[union], e=census [enumerated], r=resided), the date of the event expressed year, month 
and day. An "E" after the date means it is our best estimate. If known the state and 
county, or country, of the event is also shown. This is what will appear in the directory 
as you ultimate ancestor. If this is not the same as you show then we need to hear from 
you. It could mean we have an error, we could have found information to add to your 
lineage, or we may have made some changes for one reason or another. In some cases 
we have taken the liberty to make changes or additions in your lineage and others we 
have not. If changes are needed in what we show on the label, and we hear from you by 
April 15 we will be able to make changes in the 1985 directory. If there is nothing on the 
second line of your label it means we either have nothing on your ancestors, we can't 
figure out what you sent, or we received it too late (about end of December) to make this 
years directory. We need to hear from you so we can include it in next years 
publication. 

LDS FILE POSSIBILITY 
One of our Alford contacts who has good access to LDS branch or stake 

library material has been kind enough to review the new LDS IGI and provide us with the 
microfische number, page number, and grid number of all the Alfords in the new IGI. 
With this information we then ordered paper copies of all these from the Library in Salt 
Lake City, paying the required quarter per page for reproduction and mailing. We a.re 
now adding all this data to our Alford data bank, and we make copies available to Alfs 
who desire a copy of the copy we received in return for a SASE and a twenty two cent 
stamp per two pages to cover our cost of copying. If one of you has similar access to 
the LDS records and would send us a list of fische, page and grid for all Chapmans in all 
states, we will purchase (pay for reproduction) and add that to our collection, and provide 
it to Chappies as described above. 

This same person also checked the LDS family registry to see what folks were 
registered under Alford. She provided us a list of their names and addresses and we 
have contacted them all. If one of you would send us such a list of the Chapmans, we 
will contact them, and you'll read about the results in the newsletter. 

We also are expecting an Alford 11Bibliographi' from the microfilm and/or 
microfische card catalog and will be publishing it in our Alford newsletter. If one of you 
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can send us the Chapman references from thaL LDS file we can publish a Chapman 
Bibliography, adding our own if there are any different references in our file. 

YOUR ORDER AND RESPONSE FORM 
(If a.ppropri1ote, pleHe complete a.nd return vit.h informa.t.ion or check) 

FAMILY ORGANIZATION 
....... .... Yes, l a.m int.erest.ed in ta.king some leadership i■ est.abli■hing 1, Chapman organi1&tion. Ple&■e 

tell me hov I can learn more about. it.. 
COMPUTER INFORMATION 

I do own a computer and (circle one or skip is you have no computer): 
a. I might be interested in some kind of information exchange in the future. 
b. I doubt if I'd ever desire to exchange computerized information. 
My comput.er is a.: (ple1ose complete if you circled 1,) 
(m1oke). .......................... (model) .................................. . 
(disk opera.ting syst.em). .................... a.nd/or (disk for~a.t/s). .... a ••••••••••• •••• . •• •••• 

I ( do do not.. ) ha.ve a. ha.rd disk; ( do do not ) have a. modem. I ( do do not) plt,n to buy • 
modem. 
The soft.va.re J • a.m using ia: (In a.ddit.ion t.o na.ming the programs, include 1, 'y' if you knov the 
progra.m vill copy files in st.a.nda.rd t.e~t forma.t.s, a. •n• if you knov they vill not a.nd a. 1?1 if you do 
not knov. 
(Wordproce11or or text. edit.or). ................................ (01,t1, management progra.m). ..................................... . 
(Spre1od sheet prognm) ......................................... (Oenealogy program). ....................................... ... . 
(Others tha.t might. a.pply). ................................................. . 

~ ANCESTOR INFORMATION 
Circle a.nd re1pond to one of the following. 
• · I do not a.gree vith the 11,bel inform1ot.ion on my 'ultima.te' ancestor. According to vhr.t. I have the 
person v1,1: (re1pon1e b or c might be more a.ppropriate for you) 
Na.me ........................... ......................... ..... Born ( or other event., which ident.if J ): ..... Oa.t.e ............... Pla.ce ..................... . 
Spouse ............................................ . 
b. Since there is no label informa.tion on my Cha.pma.n linea.ge, I ha.ve encloaed it on a. sepa.ra.t.e sheet.. 
(If possible provide ua informa.tion on their number on your pedigree chart 1,1 theae a.re used in the 
directory, a.nd if not possible, tell ua t.he rela.t.ionship between you a.nd your hrst Ch1pma.n a.nceator, ie 
gnndmother, 2nd grea.t gr1ndmother etc.) It is not likely th,t this dr.ta. will be included in 198S, but. 
will be in 1986. 
c. I may hive a.dded to my Cha.pma.n linea.ge a.nd not sent a. copy to you in Missouri. I ha.ve enclosed 
an upda.te, with the hope that you ca.n include it in the 1985 directory. 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 
In the event my telephone number is not. in the directory yet, I have included it here ...... . 

VOLUNTEER TO HELP WITH LDS DATA 
We will control responses to minimise duplica.tion of effort. 
I ha.ve a.ccess to a. LOS libra.ry a.nd will obta.in a.nd send you the following ref ernce ma.terir.l: (plea.ae 
circle one or more if you ca.n help.) 

a.. LOS IOI (if you vill be a.ble to do only cert.a.in at.a.tea, specif J) 
b. Cha.pma.n entries from the LOS Fa.mily Registry 
c. LOS Bibliogn.phy data. or references from the vuious ca.rd ca.ta.log files . 

ORDER FORM 
(See pa.ge 7 for prmng inform1ot.ion. We previously a.nnounc:ed t.hat the subscript.ion price m&J 
increa.se t.o S15 l&ter this ye1or. We von't knov until a.bout April 15 (you know vha.t. that. ia..it.11 when 
I ha.ve to ha.ve a.11 my book■ in order) If we m&ke tha.t. a.nnouncement., it, will come in the M&y i11ue. 
Until tha.t time subscriptions ma.y be ext.ended for any number of yea.rs a.t. the $12 ra.te.) CIR.CLB 
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CKAPUAK CKA TTER llnum6ere, l'ree ls.Jue l'e6ruary 1985 Pa~e JO 

THOSB BBLOW THAT APPLY AND BNTBR DAT A. 
1. I •m currently • 1ub1criber, .ud would like to extend my 1ub1cript.ion by ......... ye.r1, .ud ................... . 
dollua in the enclo1ed check ue for th•t purpo1e. 
2. I •m not currently • subscriber to the newsletter, a.nd would like to enter & aubscription for .......... .. 
ye.rs, effective vith the Februa.ry issue. . ......... ..... ....... dolla.rs (O 12 per yea.r) of the enclosed check a.re 
for tha.t purpose. 

_.,.. 3. I did not purcha.se • 198-4 directory, a.nd vould like to ha.ve a. copy vhile they a.re still 1.va.ila.ble. 

,,. ' 

Fifteen dollan of the enclosed check a.re for tha.t purpo■e. 

4. I deaire • copy of the 1985 directory a.t the price described herein. I ( a.m a.m not) a. eubacriber. I 
( did did not) purcha.se the 198-4 directory. I a.m pla.cing thie order to urive ( before a.ft.er) Ma.y 15. 
Therefore..................... dolla.re of t.he enclosed chec~ a.re for t.ha.t. purpose. 
Please make cheeks payable to Gilbert K. Alford. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT MAILING OF TH~ DIRECTORY WILL BE IN JUNE 1986. 

\ 
0 

M 6> 

~ . 
MARY &; GIL ALFORD 
1403 Kingsford Drive 
Florissant, MO 63031-2422 j l'l.ll'i 

.. ___ .,.. .ill 

______....._. __ -3':'-A_!.,.. 
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FIRST CLASS MAIL 

.I. .:7'8 6 FEB 
SAMUEL X 1773 VA AMEL 
MR. ALBERT L. CHAPMAN 
4 l O!:.:i FH?'.1NC I f3 
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103 
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